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Trafficking statistics 

$150
Billion

worth of profit is generated
globally through human

trafficking each year

12-14 years old
average age a girl is
first trafficked for sex
in America. 

11-13 years old
average age a boy is

first trafficked for
sex in America. 

199,000
incidence of child sexual
exploitation in the
United States each year

ND
Largest 

criminal enterprise
and fastest growing

in the world

Human Trafficking

20.9 million

victims worldwide

46%

Victims knew their
recruiters in 

of human
trafficking cases

is the

There are

...and even more
survivors

There are
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Pedophilia

A person must be at least 16 years old (age of
concent varies between countries) and at least

five years older than the prepubescent child, for
the attraction to be diagnosed as pedophilia.

Consumption of child pornography is a more
reliable indicator of pedophilia than molesting

a child, although some non-pedophiles also
view child pornography.

Pedophilic disorder is a diagnosis assigned to adults who
have sexual desire for prepubescent children.

Child pornography may be used for a variety of purposes, ranging from
private sexual gratification or trading with other collectors, to preparing

children for sexual abuse as part of the child grooming process.

While not causes of pedophilia themselves, childhood
abuse by adults or comorbid psychiatric illnesses—

such as personality disorders and substance abuse—
are risk factors for acting on pedophilic urges.

Evidence of familial transmitability
"suggests, but does not prove that genetic
factors are responsible" for the development
of pedophilia.



Pedophile Symbolism

AOA:     Age of Attraction - age groups of children they are attracted to

MAA:    Minor Attracted Adult - used instead of pedophile

AOC:      Age of (legal) Consent

CL:           Child Lover (pedophile)

GL:           Girl Lover / Attracted to Girls

BL:           Boy Lover / Attracted to Boys

YF:          Young Friend - used when speaking about a victim

CP:           Child Porn - anything from photos to naked or half-naked children to 

                                            photos of actual child rape/culture

LG:           Little Girl

LB:           Little Boy

GM:         Girl Moment - time spent with a young girl

BM:         Boy Moment

Abbreviations of pedophiles
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Prostitution

Prostitution is the
business or practice of

engaging in sexual
activity in exchange

for payment.

The definition of "sexual
activity" varies, and is often

defined as an activity requiring
physical contact with the

customer.
 (e.g. sexual intercourse, non-
penetrative sex, oral sex, etc.) 

There are about 42 million
prostitutes in the world, living

all over the world. 

The requirement of
physical contact also

creates the risk of
transferring diseases. 

(Most of Central Asia, the Middle East

and Africa lack data.  Studied countries

in that large region rank as top sex

tourism destinations).

Estimates place the annual
revenue generated by

prostitution worldwide to be
over $100 billion.
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Escorts

Escort services may be distinguished from prostitution or other forms of
prostitution in that sexual activities are often not explicitly advertised as

necessarily included in these services; rather, payment is often noted as being
for an escort's time and companionship only, although there is often an

implicit assumption that sexual activities are expected.

 Brothels are establishments specifically dedicated to prostitution, often
confined to special red-light districts in big cities. Prostitution also occurs in
some massage parlours, and in Asian countries in some barber shops where

sexual services may be offered as a secondary function of the premises.

Types of Prostitution

The prostitute solicits customers while waiting at street
corners, sometimes called "the track" by pimps and prostitutes

alike. They usually dress in skimpy, provocative clothing,
regardless of the weather.

Street 
Prostitution 

Window 
Prostitution

The prostitute rents a window plus workspace off a window operator
for a certain period of time, often per day or part of a day. The

prostitute is also independent and recruits his/her own customers
and also negotiates the price and the services to be provided.

Brothels 

Sex Tourism

Virtual Sex

The advent of the Internet has made other forms of sex available
for money. This includes computer-mediated cybersex, in which

sexual services are provided in text form by way of chat rooms or
instant messaging, or audiovisually through a webcam 

 Trips organized from within the tourism sector with the primary purpose
of creating a commercial sexual relationship by the tourist with residents at
the destination.  Child sex tourism is defined as travel to a foreign country
for the purpose of engaging in commercially facilitated child sexual abuse. 
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Pornography

A “commercial sex act” means
“any sex act on account of
which anything of value is
given to or received by any

person.” Since porn
performers are given money
and other items of value, the
definition certainly applies to

the pornography industry.

“As long as America’s men are
being trained to think that

violent, disturbing pornography
is sexually acceptable, an

enormous clientele for sex
traffickers is being created every
day in homes, college dorms, and

apartments across the nation.” 
 - John-Henry Westen

The Trafficking Victims
Protection Act (TVPA) defines

sex trafficking as “the
recruitment, harboring,

transportation, provision or
obtaining of a person for the

purpose of a commercial sex act.”
It also includes “inducing

commercial sex acts by force,
fraud or coercion.”

You may think that watching a little porn alone at home doesn’t have an impact on sex trafficking...

“I really wish that people who watch
porn knew more about that. Because I

think they believe that they’re
engaging in this activity in a very

passive way. And they’re like, ‘Oh, I’m
doing it in the privacy of my own

home and this is just a video that I’m
watching’. And they’re not

associating it with the fact that
pornography is very often the filmed

rape of sex trafficking victims.”
  - Dr. Mahri Irvine

 “Various studies show that when
pornographic content is viewed,

the viewer’s mind becomes
increasingly calloused to the

brutalities of the sex-trafficking
industry, which include rape,

coercion, sexual violence, and the
general idea that women are

objects existing for the purpose of
providing sexual pleasure.”

- Katie Tomkiewicz

“While pornographic content
includes trafficked victims from

around the world, porn consumers
aren’t told anything about the

performers, including which ones
may have been trafficked from an
early age. Regular users of internet
pornography are likely consuming

pornography that includes adult
and child victims of sex trafficking.”

-Noel Bouche
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Sexual exploitation: Actual or attempted abuse of a position of vulnerability,

power, or trust, for sexual purposes, including, but not limited to, profiting

monetarily, socially or politically from the sexual exploitation of another.

Sexual abuse: Actual or threatened physical intrusion of a sexual nature,

whether by force or under unequal or coercive conditions.

Sexual exploitation & Abuse

Sexual assault.

Demanding sex or making sex a condition for assistance.

Forcing sex or someone to have sex with anyone.

Forcing a person to engage in prostitution or pornography.

Unwanted touching of a sexual nature.

Refusing to use safe sex practices.

ACTS OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION & ABUSE INCLUDE:

Sexual exploitation & abuse (SEA) means taking advantage of the sexuality and

attractiveness of a person to make a personal gain or profit. It is the abuse of a

position of vulnerability, differential power, or trust for sexual purposes.

SEA also includes sexual relations with a child, in any context, defined

as a human being below the age of 18 years.
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Sexual Exploitation & Entertainment
Entertainment trafficking is very often connected to sexual exploitation and

abuse.  Thing such as unwanted sexual comments and groping, propositioning
women, exposing themselves, coercing women into having sex or doing

something sexual, and, especially pertinent to showbiz, forcing women to
disrobe and appear naked at an audition without prior warning.

Only one in four women reported these experiences to anyone because of
fear of personal or professional backlash or retaliation. This reporting rate
holds true for all forms of misconduct addressed in the survey, including

being forced to do something sexual. 
 

Of those who did report their experiences, most say reporting did not help
them; only 28% say their workplace situation improved after reporting. 

Unwelcome sexual comments, jokes or gestures to or about you

Types of Harassment/Assault Experienced

Witnessing others experience unwanted
forms of sexual comments

Being touched in a sexual way

Witnessing others advance professionally
from sexual relationships with managers

Propositioned for sexual act/relationship

Being shown sexual
pictures without consent

Someone flashing/
exposing themselves to you

Being forced to do a
sexual act

Ordered to
unexpectedly appear
naked at an audition

87%

75%
69%

65%
64%

39%

29%

21%

10%
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Satanism & Entertainment

Popular music and its highly-paid artists are merely pawns of the Elite and are there
in order to further manipulate our minds – especially those of impressionable youth

and now even young children- not simply there to entertain us.

Today’s music industry is rife with people who have been chosen and indeed
‘created’ to be focal points and the celebrities who carry the burden of providing
profits for an intensely money-focussed industry, ultimately regardless of the
degree of talent they may or may not possess.

A huge number of artists have commented publicly and even composed songs about literally
‘selling their souls’ to the devil to further their musical careers.  Many well-known rock artists

are well-versed in the occult and are aware that spiritual entities and multidimensional
‘demons’ can manifest themselves through music of a lower vibrational nature.   

They have admitted that they use rock music and the rhythms, the lower guttural tones,
and their insidious lyrics to lower the vibrational levels of concerts and thus their
attendees.  And also admitted countless times that they are possessed by their own music
and have little control over where these vibrations lead them. 

This is typical of almost any satanic ‘ritual’ or practice; the lowering of
consciousness and allowing lower vibrational entities to control a person.  These

practices often lead to complete loss of control

Pop culture is filled with occult and masonic symbolism.  The Illuminati symbolism is utterly
blatant and is becoming so transparent that analyses almost become a simple statement of
the obvious.  Lady Gaga's whole persona, whether it is an act or not, is a tribute to mind
control, freemasonry and the occult where being vacuous, compliant, incoherent and simply
absent-minded is manipulated into being a ‘fashionable’, desirable state.

 ‘Lady Gaga’ is in fact a fake persona, a manufactured Illuminati puppet, created to unduly
influence the impressionable youth of today and to indoctrinate them into the insidious

ways of the Elite.  In this she is not alone, by far the vast majority of the mainstream music
industry is also under their deceptive spell.
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Satanism & Entertainment

If we then add in a mix of illegal drugs and fake (or even real) sacrificial blood,
create a circle with a pentagram using the stage lights and positions of the
musicians within it, place large speakers in strategic positions for 13 separate
points of origin of musical sound, altogether this constitutes a bona fide ‘Black
Mass’ replete with ‘sacred geometry’.

It is a fact that the human brain thinks at a rate of approximately eight
thoughts per second and that the eyes see 20 to 30 separate actions per
second, but the brain only uses eight of these to send to the conscious mind. 
 The subconscious absorbs the rest, subliminally and indiscriminately. 

However, most live musical performances incorporate video screens with
their music at 30 frames per second at the standard American television
resolution but they colour eight of the 30 frames differently.  They choose
which ones we think consciously about and which are just subconsciously
absorbed as programming.  

Hollywood has used this trick, invented originally by Disney, for many
years.  It is now illegal in television commercials and regarded as subliminal
advertising, which, as most people know is an extremely powerful
conditioning tool.

The ‘eight per second’ frequency is also used by bass tones or bass drums or
lights or all together, in a concert or live-show setting and this has the same
effect upon the brain as does hypnosis.  That is it fragments analytical
thoughts so that certain mispronounced or difficult to understand lyrics
are immediately absorbed by the subconscious mind. 
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Occult Symbolism

The Illuminati love to hide their symbolism in plain sight as a way of communicating between the “initiated”. 
 Those who are not “enlightened” (in their eyes) cannot understand, so they love it so much they hide the symbols

in the infrastructure they control and rule.   Their supposedly ‘sacred’ illuminati, occult, and satanic symbolism
extends out into all facets of society from architecture and advertising, to religion and entertainment, yet once it is

seen and consciously acknowledged, the same recurring themes conveying the same enduring messages can
always be identified.  Many symbols used by the occult or illuminati are inverted versions of normal symbols
because inverting a symbol ascribes an opposite meaning.  The biggest thing to consider with these symbols is

intention.  Just because you catch one person making one symbol does not mean that they are evil.  However, if
that symbol is misplaced or repeated, you can begin making assumptions of the intention 

Inverted Pentagram & Baphomet

The inverted pentagram, one of the most prolific symbols of satanism, has been used
by the illuminati throughout history to signify their dark & satanic belief structure.
By inverting a symbol, you ascribe an opposite meaning and so in the case of an
inverted pentagram, a standard pentagram which in itself holds no sinister significance,
is transformed into a symbol of black magic, the occult and satanism that most people
probably wouldn’t even recognize as being different to any other ‘star’.

Baphomet is a demonic goat god that the illuminati idolize. Inside its center also lies a
pentagon, the very same shape and name of the U.S, Department of Defense building
that has been responsible for administering untold amounts of violence and
aggression against humanity since it’s inception. 

Both the inverted pentagram and the Baphomet
goat god have now also infiltrated the illuminati
entertainment industry significantly, with rap stars
and pop puppets alike repeatedly featuring
symbolic references to both in their music videos as
a means to subconsciously plant satanic seeds in the
malleable minds of those watching or worshipping.

Symbolism will be their downfall!

Content gathered from https://newspunch.com/these-10-illuminati-control-symbols-bombard-you-everyday-you-dont-know/
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World leaders and celebrities have been repeatedly called out making what are essentially satanic hand signals in front of the
masses.   The 666 fingers  (or ‘the A-ok’ sign) and the sign of the horns  (or ‘the heavy metal horns’) appear to have been adopted
by those in authority to brazenly display in plain sight, their allegiance to the dark side.  They ‘hide’ the symbolic triple six
symbolism throughout the establishments they control to subliminally denote their satanic nature.  For example, Cern has the
3-6's, which is what Google's symbol represents, and the drawn Mickey logo from Disney is constructed of 3-6's that look like
circles. 

While most people likely consider the sign of the horns to be nothing more than harmless gesture signifying a love for heavy
metal music, the gesture was merely adopted by the genre’s sub culture during the 70′s. When used by the illuminati and its
minions however, the ancient symbol represents the horns of Satan, the devil, or the goat god that they repeatedly reference
throughout their sinister symbolism.  Obama, Bush and the rest of the dark suits in control are unlikely diehard heavy metal
fans so whenever they are seen to be casually flipping the horns in front of millions, they are not displaying their fondness for
a certain musical genre but are actually saluting their dark lord, Satan himself.  

Occult Symbolism
666 & The Sign of the horns

The goddess & the Flaming Torch
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Goddesses, especially those bearing a torch or ‘eternal flame’, have long been
used as a perverse symbol of the ‘enlightened’ ones.  To those who are
unaware, a beautiful goddess holding an illuminating torch may not seem
particularly sinister, however, to the illuminati it is used as an unsuspecting
means to symbolize their dark beliefs.  The enduring goddess represents the
female equivalent of demonic male deities like Lucifer the light-bringer.  This
is the reason why we repeatedly see so much attention being drawn to both
the goddess and the eternal flame through the numerous illuminati
controlled media outlets today.  

For example, the Olympic torch which was first used in 1936 by the Nazis is
now ceremoniously passed from pillar to post (or pyramid to pentagram)
allowing the unwitting masses to bask in the light of Lucifer. Another
example is how almost every major female celebrity puppet goes through a
predictable phase of global goddess role-play which gives the entertainment
illuminati their occult kicks.



Occult Symbolism

The Masonic compass & Squares

Freemasonry, the biggest secret society in the world, is intrinsically
linked to the illuminati. The fraternity unsurprisingly traces its roots
back to Babylon and Sumer and is today used as a means to channel
and conceal esoteric information that only the ‘elite’ few remain privy
to.  The lower degrees of the secret society, or what most people would
consider Freemasonry in its entirety actually hold no real authority,
instead, it is the unseen upper echelons that only the initiated few
reach, that hold the real secrets

Freemasonry’s main symbol is the Masonic square and compasses,
which surround an upper case G. While the square and compasses
represent the tools of the architect, the letter G stands for God or the
‘grand architect’ who Freemasons and the illuminati alike both
worship. The ‘god’ these secretive psychopaths worship however, is
very different to the benevolent deity most envisage when speaking
of ‘God’.  

Albert Pike, a Sovereign Grand Commander allegedly predicted three
world wars that would lead to global domination (or a new world
order) with the third being caused by differences between political
Zionists and those of the Islamic world.  Consider this ‘prediction’, then
take into account the motto of the 33rd degree of the Scottish Rite of
Freemasonry: “Ordo Ab Chao” or “order out of chaos” and it’s not
difficult to see that the higher tiers of Freemasonry play a significant
part in helping to foment the illuminati agenda.

The Obelisk

This tall, four sided phallic pillar or monolith usually featuring a
pyramid at its apex, has been constructed by the illuminati for
centuries as a flagrant symbol of their power and unseen
authority.  Almost every main city in the world features an
imposing illuminati obelisk of some sort, from Washington D.C. to
The Vatican and as with any occult symbol or structure, there is
far more to them than mere monument.

Intrinsically linked to the esoteric school of Freemasonry, these
‘monuments’ are actually huge phallic tributes to various
incarnations of ancient Sumerian, Mesopotamian, Babylonian &
Egyptian gods such as Ba’al, Nimrod, & Ra.  Pointing up at the sky
in all their ‘glory’ for everyone to see, they also perhaps hint at
exactly where the ancient illuminati bloodlines who erected them
believe they originally descended from.
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Occult Symbolism
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Serpents, Reptiles, & Dragons

The monarch butterfly

The Monarch butterfly is used by those within the entertainment industry to symbolize the trauma based mind control
techniques being carried on the performing puppets we see relentlessly paraded in front of the idolizing masses.  Used in this
context, the butterfly refers to the now declassified Project MK-ULTRA, a sadistic mind control program developed by the CIA
comprising a combination of psychology, science, and occult ritual which was tested extensively on the military as well as
civilians.  It allows for the creation of mind controlled military, celebrity, or even sex slaves with multiple personalities or
behaviors that can be triggered at any time by a ‘handler’.  It is no mere coincidence then, that we see butterflies (and Monarch
butterflies in particular) as a recurring theme permeating the artificial, illuminati influenced entertainment industry today.

These largely feared creatures have long been used to symbolize the cold-blooded and callous ruling ‘elite’. From ancient
myths  to more modern portrayals encompassing corporate identities and Hollywood blockbusters, lizard-like beasts play a
significant role in illuminati imagery.  This is partly due to the fact that the emotionless ‘elite’ relate closely to the
characteristics these creatures have always been revered for.   However, the symbolism of the snake may also be linked to the
controversial theory that these archaic interbreeding bloodlines (who still forcibly maintain control today) are actually the
distant descendants of an ancient reptilian extraterrestrial race that originally came to Earth to hybridize the relatively
unevolved native Homo erectus and create a genetically manipulated slave species (that would be us).



Occult Symbolism

The Pyramid & all seeing eye

The pyramid and the all-seeing eye are of course the most obvious and commonly used symbols of the illuminati (and anyone
who wants to be perceived as being a part of the illuminati).  Supposedly symbolizing the enlightenment that the illuminati
believe they have attained, the pyramid and all-seeing eye also stand for hierarchy and control and as with much of the their
tedious occult symbolism.

Also known as the Eye of Providence, the illuminati pyramid was added to the original design of the so called ‘great’ seal of the
United States in 1776 (coincidentally also the year the Bavarian illuminati was founded) and to this day remains a prominent
feature of the most widely circulated note on the planet, the dollar bill.

 The pyramid harks back to the ruling ancient Egyptian bloodlines that the psychopaths in power today believe they are the
distant descendants of, with the all-seeing eye representing the violent eye of Horus, a symbol of royal authority in ancient
Egypt.  The pyramid also features 13 steps, which some say is representative of the ‘top’ 13 illuminati bloodlines and the fact
that it remains incomplete signifies the unfinished work which is now being carried out by the illuminati in order to achieve
an Orwellian ‘new world order’.
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Occult Symbolism
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The Owl

The owl is another somewhat sinister animal the illuminati have adopted to symbolize their serendipitous ways. 
 Representative of wisdom and secrecy, the owl sees in the dark similar to how the illuminati (who also believe they are the
custodians of some forbidden knowledge) see all through their elevated institutions of control. 

For these reasons, omnipresent owls can be seen at sinister locations such as Bohemian Grove; the 2,700 acre sacrificial
playground of the global ‘elite’ set in the Redwood forests of Monte Rio, California, or watching willfully from the ‘grand’
architecture of so called academia, or even being promoted as something fashionable to the impressionable young masses by
the latest mind controlled illuminati puppets.

The Sun

The illuminati are essentially an ancient sun worship cult to whom the sun represents Lucifer (the light-bringer) and so it’s no
surprise that the sun and its illuminating rays of ‘knowledge’ play a large part in their supernatural symbolism.  While most
people (including those who may have directly worshipped the sun for it’s life giving properties in the past) would never
regard it as something sinister, the illuminati take something otherwise benign and unsuspecting, twist it and use it as a
subversive means of symbolizing their satanic deity Lucifer the ‘fallen angel’ or ‘light-bringer’ whom those in control believe
they are ultimately carrying out the direct duties of here on Earth.  Secret sun symbolism permeates everything today from
government propaganda and corporate identity to spirituality-spoiling religion and mind numbing so called ‘entertainment’
in order to fool the masses into inadvertently worshipping the same demonic deity that the insane illuminati do.



The ritual elements of the abuse are always satanic or occultic.  Features of
satanic ceremony folklore — such as the black mass, human sacrifice, drinking
of blood, and satanic symbols — are common. 

SRA stories are often non-isolated events of a psychotic or sociopathic
individual, but as part of a widespread, multigenerational, and nearly
omnipotent satanic group. These stories involve anywhere from thousands to
millions of cultists — many of them in the very highest levels of society,
including government, law enforcement, mental health institutions, and even
religious leadership. We have heard SRA stories accusing famous
televangelists, police chiefs, FBI agents, the Pope, CIA leaders, U.N. diplomats,
millionaires, philanthropists, pastors, school teachers and principals,
psychiatrists, and others. 

Some readers may be atheists or don’t believe Satanic Ritual Abuse is a real
phenomenon, but it absolutely is. Nobody even needs to believe in Satan or the
Devil or any evil entity from any religious pantheon because the elites do and
that is how they operate, regardless of your beliefs. It is impossible for humans
to naturally be psychopathic and commit such horrible crimes against their
own without possession by evil entities and/or an underlying evil belief system
as promoted by the mind control propaganda of major institutions and
corporate oligarchy contributing to political discord, evil secret societies and
evil occult/esoteric/ceremonial magic lodges and groups. 

Keep in mind here that “satanic” also means evil, extremely cruel or vicious and
so applies to anyone practicing ritual abuse and human sacrifice in any
pantheon, so they all serve the so-called “Illuminati” elites for the New World
Order agenda. 

 Satanic ritual abuse (SRA) 
SRA includes emotional abuse (terrifying threats, deliberate heightening of fear, etc.), sexual abuse (incest,
mutilation of genitals, etc.), other physical abuse (beating, cutting, etc.), and spiritual abuse (taunts that God

has rejected them, He won’t forgive them, Jesus is defeated, etc.).

Satanic Ritual Abuse serves many ends, not least of
which is human sacrifice (Faustian pact) for their
goals, the raping of children combined with
vampirism to drain their vitality (a dark form of sex
magic that has been documented) and traumatize
them enough (with other techniques) to make them
into mind control and sexual slaves, and to drink the
adrenalized blood of children (adrenochrome) as well
as cannibalize them. 
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What can you do to help?

So many people doubt survivor stories, so it is important that you believe, hear,
and trust what survivors are telling you. 
Many survivors  write books, host or be guests on podcasts, share their story on
their social media pages.
These survivors should be more famous than the Hollywood elite/puppets, but
that only happens if we elevate them as they deserve.

The easiest way to elevate a survivor's story is to share their posts, videos,
podcasts, and/or merchandise.
Liking and sharing posts will change the algorithms and allow more people to see
this amazing content

There are many people/organizations who are starting to speak out on behalf of
survivors and these groups need your support as well.
Liking and sharing posts will allow more people to see content educating people
about human trafficking and sexual abuse.

Follow Survivors and Listen to Their Stories:  

Share Stories:

Follow Truth Tellers:

Look for rallies or events being held in your town or area.
Reach out to the organizer to get more information as to how you can help or
what is required. 
This is the best way to meet new people who are like-minded

Not everyone can use their social media to support survivors and truth tellers,
however you can use your voice to speak up about what is happening. 
Discuss a podcast you heard and offer to share it or talk about safety and how to
keep your family aware. 
The power of planting a seed is huge.  Small conversations lead to big change, so
continue to drop those seeds.

Not everything is what it seems...do your research, listen to all stories, and trust
your gut reaction.  
Not all organizations are good just because they say they serve the children.

Find Others in Your Area:

Talk, Talk, Talk: 

Trust your Gut/Intuition:
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                                        The Imagination 
                       
                          
                                        Save Our Children

   www.standbysurvivors.com 

    YouTube & Most Podcast Platforms

Social Media:

                                @yourimaginationisreal
                                @saveourchildrenpodcast
                                @standbysurvivors
                                @becky_standbysurvivors
                                @beautybyb____
                                @theemmapreneurofficial

                          https://t.me/standbysurvivors

Connect with us


